Cavendish Church of England Primary School
Challenge, Creativity, Compassion: Create a pure heart in me – Psalm 51:10
Subject: Collective Worship – Wisdom
Year:

3 of 3 Term: Summer 2

Key Knowledge










Vocabulary

Wisdom from the tree of life Proverbs
3:15-26
The two houses Matthew 7, Luke 6
Wisdom from our parents – Proverbs 1:8-9
A wise ruler – 1 Kings 2, 3
Making wise decisions 1 Kings 3
How to live well – Hebrews 13
The rich young man – wisdom of taking
advice – Matthew 19










judgement
consider
tact
impartial
diplomacy
discernment
balance
skill

Help at home



Share the Values for Life Home Guidance and
activities – Wisdom



Sharing respect for family values and wisdom



Model listening to advice and experience of elder
family members

Enrichment

Our church service linked to this value focuses on wisdom as we reflect on the achievements of Year 6 and
share our hopes and wishes as they prepare for secondary school.
Skills Development

Being able to develop an understanding of the difference between being clever and being wise.
Being able to act responsibly, putting wisdom and sensible choices into action.
Gathering impact

British
Values

SMSC

Children’s half termly written reflection.
Children’s contribution to worship; Faith Council feedback. End of term Year 6 speeches.
Spiritual

Moral

The link between faith
and spiritual wisdom

Link between wisdom and
truth

Democracy

Rule of Law
How our school rules
support developing wisdom

Using democracy to
seek collective wisdom

Social
Celebrating the learning
and skills of others

Cultural
The Golden Rule as
represented across religions

Individual Liberty

Mutual Respect

Learning from individual
choices

Accepting wisdom of
differing viewpoints

Links to our vision statement:
Challenge – to increase our own wisdom through learning from personal experiences
Creativity – to use creativity to express key messages in Proverbs visually
Compassion – to act responsibly both through words and actions with consideration and thoughtfulness for others

